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HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ
1821—1894.

IN spite of all that has happened since his death, perhaps even because
of it, it is fitting that we should refresh oar memories with some record
of the character and works of one of the greatest of Germany's scientists.

The value of science is ultimately intrinsic; it is a good whose relation
to as is our enjoyment of it, however many gifts of comfort and
usefulness it may shower upon as ere we reach the disinterested
pleasures of its contemplation. Art lifts us to these sublime
values at once and grants us none bat these. Bat e>ery real scientist
knows this secret glory of art in his own work. It forms a common
ground and bond between men of all nations. It is this inner sympathy
that makes brethren of all those who have passed for even a little time
from the dominating possessive phases of life to its contemplative and
esthetic values. However much the nations into which scientists, as
well as artists, are born may debase the gifts and powers of the spirit to
instruments of destruction and hatred, yet we all feel that sin against
this holy spirit has been committed until instinct and emotion work with
knowledge and beauty to link all men together. And so no secular
hatred and defilement may restrain UB from homage to a noble and
valiant mind.

For such was von Helmholtz, a man of transcendent intellect, of a
calm and generous disposition, a son oh Europe as much as he was
loyally devoted to his own land.

Hermann Helmholtz was born in the pleasant little town of Potsdam
(where so many evil deeds have been planned) on the 81st of August,
1821. His parents were both vigorous and able persons who lived to a
goodly age. In the Gymnasium of the place his father's teaching
covered the wide ground of classics, German, mathematics and phyBics.
Officially the man himself was held to possess an excellent aesthetic
education, based upon extensive literary studies, to be inspired with
general scientific interest and to show a thoroughly formed inner
individuality. His mother was a woman of keen intelligence, die
daughter of a Hanoverian officer of artillery, descended in male line
from William Perm, of Pennsylvania fame, and in female line from a
French family of refugees. Helmholtz's heredity was evidently a com-
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236 MUSIC AND LETTERS

bination of various strong forces, which well may yield a very high
resultant, higher far than that produced by the alliance of superlative
merit with a poor stock. There seems little doubt that this latter fate
befell the next generation of his name. Some day perhaps our great
men will be enabled by the progress of knowledge and by social sanctions
to approach the decisive events of love and marriage with as deeply
serious and far-seeing preparation as they now must give to art and
science, ere they venture to claim the rights of creation therein.

Until his seventh year Hermann was a weakly child, constantly con-
fined to house and bed. In fact the careful examination that was given
to his cranium after death revealed the astounding certainty that he had
passed through some degree of infantile hydrocephalus. But in spite
of this early weakness he was mentally bright and keen. Strangely and
prophetically a cousin of his father's saw in these disadvantages none
but good omen. Frau Geheimer Oberfinanzrathin exclaimed in a letter
to him, " You may be glad he has not learned much yet. I think it is
a blessing the boy will only start to learn when he is eight, Alexander
von Humboldt still knew nothing at eight, and only yesterday the King
made him President of the Academy of Science with the title of Excel-
lency and a very large salary—these are my great hopes for your son."
Her friendly wishes must have been as real as the fairy gifts of the
fables. And now before the entrance to the University buildings he last
adorned with his presence stands Helmholtz's figure with a Humboldt
on either side of him.

We are not surprised to find (hat for a number of years his position in
school was at first backward and then hardly more than good. But he
pulled up gradually level with his age and finally showed superior ability
in his favourite subjects—physics and mathematics. Into the fields of
purely scientific research he passed through the portals of medicine.
And it was a humble arch that let him pass; for by contract of eight
years' service with the military be bought for himself free schooling
and maintenance in the medical institute. During all these years his
health gradually improved until he attained the strength and endurance
that enabled him till late in life to enjoy travel and mountaineering of
more than ordinary strenuousness.

It is of interest here to notice his early zeal for muBic, carefully
fostered and encouraged by his parents. On his transference to the
medical schools we find his father in his first letter warning him not to
be overwhelmed by the virtuosity displayed by his room-mate, and
especially not to be tempted to leave the making of music entirely to
him. For just so had he in his own young dayB forgotten all he knew.
" And be specially careful not to let the titi Hat ions and dazzle of the
new Italian fatuities spoil your taste for the deep spiritual German and
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HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ 237

classical music. The former are seductive, the latter is educative."
Helmholtz replied that there need be no fear of his neglecting music,
for he had found that he could only deeply hear by making his own
music and he had far more pleasure in it then than when he merely
listened to someone else's performance and expression. These early
thoughts and records hardly reveal in Helmholtz greater devotion to
music than might be expected from any well educated German boy. In
other lands where good musicianship is still widely held to be rather
an effeminate trait in a man, the value put upon such powers might
have been different.

Helmholtz's medical studies were brought to a worthy fruition in his
Doctor's dissertation, " De Fabrica Bystematis Nervosi Evertebra-
torum." It waB still the rule that dissertations should be written in
Latin, as it was in the days of Kant, and long before that. But the rule
did not long remain compulsory. Physiologists have unanimously held
this histological work to be an important part of the foundations of the
physiology and pathology of the nervous system. Strangely enough his
degree was awarded with only the lowest degree of praise, ' ' cum laude.''
Fifty years later when the jubilee of this doctorate was being celebrated,
the'praise had faded out of Helmholtz *8 memory to a mere pass (ritb).
We do not know, and we can hardly now understand, why the award
was not " Bumma cum laude," seeing that the professor in charge was
Johannes Muller. Perhaps the poverty of Helmholtz's equipment and
his being merely a bursar had something to do with it. Anyhow we
rejoice that he began his career, as a great man should, by attaining
more in his work than his judges could at once recognise.

How crowded with work these years of medical study seem to have
been! Besides the now usual scientific and medical courses, he attended
classes on natural philosophy, psychology, logic, aesthetics, Latin and
French language, and history. And yet he found time and energy to
read the masterpieces of mathematical thought and so to raise himself
to a pinnacle from which he was presently to swoop forth with ease and
power to the amazement of all his colleagues. However much we may
feel that the students of preceding generations had so much less to
learn than ourselves, because so much has been discovered since, there
can have been no great difference. For the space must have been well
filled out with the many now dissipated mists of theory and discussion,
things that a youthful student finds far harder to master than the
schemes of a well prepared and clear cut science. The latter can be
learnt by a good student in a few weeks. The former is a jargon that
the careless may glibly learn to use, but that presents the greatest
hindrances to the progressive mind. But the general attitude to the
problems of natural science thai Helmholtz was doubtless then pre-
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238 MUSIC AND LETTERS

paring, and that later formed the introduction to his first famous treatise
and became the text for all scientists of his day, may well have helped
him lightly to pass over much useless thought and so to reserve his
energy for studies that would later surely lead him forward with greater
speed. Is this attitude perhaps the secret of the "cum laude" reserve?
Theorists and men of principles were in disfavour at that time as we
see from the fact that his great theoretical work on the conservation of
energy was refused a place in the scientific journal to which it was sent
by its sponsor, and hod to be published as a separate pamphlet.

His next investigation found him burrowing at the roots of another
science not then in sight—bacteriology. But his contribution was not
so centrally fundamental this time. There followed a third experi-
mental work that established a loss of substance in muscular action and
two articles on physiological warmth. Then no doubt partly from
behind his thoughts on these researches—we now approach such ques-
tions with it ready to hand in our minds as a principle of thought—and
on the basis of his long mathematical self-discipline came his famous
theoretical paper on the "Conservation of Energy," that startled the
world and raised him at once to the first rank of its deepest and most
comprehensive thinkers.

The further complex and varied course of his works may be con-
veniently told as it stands in the address made to him by the Berlin
Academy on the jubilee of hiB Doctorate. In an article intended for a
wide public, giving an account of the interaction of natural forces, and
aa a corollary to the Kant-Laplace theory of the planetary system, a
theory that Helmholtz himself had notably extended, he gave the first
satisfactory explanation of the sun's warmth. But in the midst of
these deep theoretical studies he did not relax his progress in experi-
ment. For while Johannes Mfiller bewailed the impossibility of ascer-
taining in the confined space of the animal body anything about the
rate of transmission of nerve force, which he thought of the order of
that of light, Helmholtz showed that its rate was only a tenth of that
of sound in air and that a latent period intervened between stimulation
and response. Experiments of such accuracy had never before been
conceived in physiology. About the same time he stepped forth as a
bold pioneer in the physiology of the senses. The images we see in each
other's eyes had merely been the concern of painter and poet. But by
measurement of their changes he solved the old puzzle of the accom-
modation of the eye for vision at different distances. In the spectroscope
he created a tool of infinite practical importance for the study of the eye
and its diseases and spread his name as a benefactor of mankind
throughout the world. This invention was all the more meritorious
since it lay so near to hand and yet so far beyond the dreams of all other
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HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ 239

men. Kis study of colour dispelled the erroneous spectral theory and
revived ThomaB Young's almost forgotten interpretation. After
fundamental researches in physical acoustics he Btrove valiantly with
two ancient problems of physiological .acoustics—the Pythagorean
mystery of consonance and dissonance and the problem of timbre, the
latter of which he solved beyond further possibility of doubt. And so
beside his Physiological Optic3 he set his wonderful work on the
Sensations of tone as a physiological basis for the theory of music,
the one a worthy companion to the other. From consideration of the
sea-waves rolling on the shore of his East Prussian home he passed into
hydrodynamics. And from transcendent studies in this subject
emerged his theory of vortex movements, that emboldened Lord Kelvin
to the hazard of his hypothesis that the atoms of matter are extraor-
dinarily small, eternally revolving vortex rings of many knots.
Through all these works, embracing the whole of theoretical science,
there ran, moreover, the most penetrating occupation with that
ubiquitous substance, electricity.

But need we follow the details any farther? Our minds are dazzled
by the further array of subjects and problems successfully attacked by
this master's thought—animal electricity, theory of electrodynamics,
the principle of minimal action, the electromagnetic theory of colour
dispersion, meteorology, the basis of geometry, even the theory of
knowledge. And the majority of these works were in no sense com-
pilations or mere discussions, but permanent and decisive contributions
to knowledge and understanding. As the Academy said, it is im-
possible within ordinary limits to give a proportionate picture of the
world of facts and explanations, of observations, experiments and
thoughts, that flowed from his commanding analysis, his instrumental
construction and manipulation, and his untiring industry.

Astonishment is only increased when we remember the external
forms of his official career. Beginning as a military doctor, he first
taught plastic anatomy at the Berlin Academy of Arts, then in KSnigs-
berg physiology and pathology, in Bonn anatomy and physiology, and
in Heidelberg physiology alone. There was no precedent in German
universities to his next step to the chair of physics in Berlin. The final
extension of his influence lay in the foundation and direction of the
physical technical institute of Charlottenburg.

Helmholtz's character endeared him to all who knew him or came
under his influence. There was nothing of the pompous and over-
bearing " Geheimradler " about him. " I had no idea he was so simple
and unassuming," folks exclaimed who caught a glimpse of him on
holiday or travel. Germans seem to expect their thinkers to " show
something of the Professor '' even at odd moments on holiday, so there
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240 MUSIC AND LETTERS

is all the greater merit in abstinence from this style of parade. His
works are written in a spirit of modest gratitnde to those who cleared
the ground on which his great talents enabled him to build. Referring
at the end of the second section of his Sensations of Tone to Rameau
and D'Aleinbert, he wrote : " It is astonishing what these two thinkers
effected with the scanty materials at their command, and what a clear,
precise, comprehensive system the old vague and lumbering theory of
music became under their hands. If I have myself been able to present
something more complete I owe it merely to the circumstance that I had
at command a large mass of preliminary physical results that had
accumulated in the century that has since elapsed." His relations to
his lamented pupil Hertz, who made the famous discovery of the wave
motion of electricity, were touchingly generous.

England and Scotland he often visited, being on terms of intimacy
with Lord Kelvin and most of the physicists and chemists of his time.
He repeatedly joined the meetings of the British Association, and
greatly admired the interest in them shown by the public of both sexes.
We read with pleasure of a visit to St. Andrews, when his first golf
strokes were, as usual, quite successful, but the rest struck either earth
or air. Faraday, whom he styles the first physicist of England and of
Europe, he described as simple, amiable and unassuming as a child.
" So winsome a nature I have never yet seen in any man.''

" England is a great land and one feels here what a splendid and
noble thing civilisation is when it has spread into every smallest rela-
tion of life." Surely we cannot think that so simple and generous a
heart as this would in these later decades have stooped to envious and
hateful emotions. His was not the arrogance that affects with bravado
to despise what it most envies. How curious it is to find that in 1865—
two years after the publication of his work on tones—Oxford desired to
call him as professor of physics, but could not raise more than £.100,
" more indeed than we get in Heidelberg, but hardly enough to live in
England with the same comfort." And so, he says, he found it quite
natural that Professor Max Muller declared he could tell them
definitely Helmholtz would not come for that. But would he not have
come for more? A pity, perhaps, that fate had not interchanged these
two names and personalities.

Alas! for the brevity of human generation, Helmholtz's name died
with his sons, so early deceased. Robert gave most promise of having
inherited his powers, but died just as they came to fruition. He did
not share with his father that vigour of constitution that alone can bear
a man through life to such achievements. Helmholtz's first wife died
of phthisis after ten years of married life. His second survived him.

One of the many sciences of which Helmholtz laid the foundations
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HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ 241

was that of music. He looked at the subject from all its aspects, and
gave each of them the benefit of his penetrating analysis and vast
industry and erudition. His experimental exploration of the ground
was both deep and extensive. As everyone admits, his analysis of tone-
coiour was in principle complete. True, it has been refined and finished
in recent years by such work as D. C. Miller's, but only by virtue of the
vastly greater wealth of instrumental technique now available. And
such work, though new of course in so far as it is complete and thus
technically applicable, adds very little to the general scientific theory
of the constitution of timbre given by Helmholtz. His observations on
vowel structure have also proved as accurate as they were ingenious.
Recent research of a more complete kind has confirmed them over
against various intervening attempts. But his acoustical work was of
the greatest importance on the physiological as well as on the physical
and mathematical side. In spite of all the criticism that has been
brought to bear upon his " theory of hearing " in these fifty years since
its publication, it still stands as the favourite theory of the mechanical
action of the ear. The most recent issue of the British Journal of
Psychology contains an article upholding the principle of resonance
that forms the core of his theory. There are many rival theories on the
stage of discussion, but Helmholtz's overbears them all by virtue of the
thorough organisation he gave to it in all its aspects, mathematical,
physical, anatomical, physiological, psychological and musical, and by
force of the great prestige it gains from his name. The others, however
much better they may be in some part or principle, or in their relation
to the psychological facts of hearing and of music, are but flimsy,
diaphanous structures that do not greatly impress the average reader
of education. They remain the possession and enthusiasm of specialists,
who are more concerned with the strength of the essential foundations
than with the impressive completeness of the building; but Hehnholtz'a
theory is the only one the world sees as it walks and travels about.
Not only so, but many careful students still think his foundations have
not yet been bettered, however insufficient they may clearly be for the
permanent support of the palace of music.

The most damaging criticism of all perhaps has been applied to
Helmholtz's psychological theories. They were not absolutely new in
his hands. Both his theory of dissonance by beating partials and his
theory of consonance by coincident partials had been propounded before
him by the French savants Sauveur and Esteve. But Helmholtz really
first gave the suggestions full body and life. But neither theory, how-
ever plausible and sufficient it may seem, can stand rigorous examina-
tion. To begin with it is anomalous that two theories should be required
for what is evidently one group of musical phenomena. Why one
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242 MUSIC AND LETTERS

theory for consonance and another for dissonance?' Against the former
the criticism was very soon brought by Fechner that it seemed to be
contradicted by the apparent consonance of tones that are devoid of
partials. How could consonance between two pure tones be felt if
consonance were due to the coincidence of the partials of tones? Of
course it is a well-known fact that is difficult to produce a really pure
tone; weak first and second harmonics and various very high ones are
nearly always present. So Helmholtz appealed in various examples to
the supplementing function of memory. The solid form of an object
can only be apprehended properly with the combined use of the two
eyes. But so much remains of its form when we look at it with one eye,
or when we see a picture of it, that the memory is enabled to add the
rest, so that the effect may be hardly distinguishable from the binocular
view of the real object. Thus memory can help us well over those
occasions on which the special differentiating features of an object are
not present. And then, after all, melody in pure tones that have only
weak remnants of partials, is not full-blooded melody, but only a feeble
copy that the memory can just recognise.

Memory in Helmholtz's day had not been so carefully studied as had
the sensations. It does not seem so clearly to be almost a part of the
physical world with a definite structure of its own, capable even ol
mathematical manipulation. It is one of the inner powers of mind that
so often run counter to the demands of nature. But the intervening
advances of psychological theory compel us to put the same strictness
into our scientific dealings with these powers as into the objects and the
sensory phenomena of the outside world. And we can no more expect
memory to work by mere habit when its foundation is withdrawn than
we can hope to run an old locomotive without heat.

Such criticism of this theory of consonance and many others directed
upon the various aspects of his psychological constructions have shown
that whatever may hold good for his physiological theory of hearing his
psychological theory does not provide an adequate basis for the
scientific explanation of music. Nevertheless Helmholtz will always
remain one of the greatest names in this province of knowledge.
Rameau did very much in his time, but he lacked such scientific genius
and training. His merits were rather those of the systematic sim-
plification of knowledge and the untiring zeal of a seeker after a sort of
mystic truth. But great indeed was the progress he made, greater in its
relations to music than anything that has ever since been accomplished.
Helmholtz's work has done little or nothing to alter the exposition given
to their art by musicians. On the contrary, it may be said to have
entangled them for a time with irrelevant and confusing notions and
substructures that musicians in these latter decades have happily
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HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ 243

weeded out with bold resolve. The suggestive power of prestige has
disadvantages that are often the last of its effects that show themselves.

In physics and mathematics great masses of facts had been gathered
ere Helmholtz appeared, and many attempts had been made to
approach the vision of a logical self-evolving system of matter. These
syntheses and sketches awaited the advent of some mind powerful
enough to grasp them adequately and to breathe into them the vigour of
rapid and beautiful growth. But in psychology Helmholtz found no
such fertile ground for his thought, and though his hypotheses were
clear and logical in themselves, they lacked the cutting edge of an inner
vision disciplined in all the branches of mind study, and they were not
beaten into their purest and fundamental forms.

All honour then to the greatest thinker, observer, and experimentalist
of the science of music of the whole nineteenth century. The only other
who can be set beside him in respect of this one science, his compatriot
Stumpf, belongs largely to the present century and being still in active
production is excluded from the count.

HENBY J. WATT.
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